
WOOD FINISHES    Walnut

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Walnut Clear WNCL #0501

Walnut Dark WNDK #0511 Walnut Black Brown WNBB #0503 Walnut Fog WNFG #0506

Walnut Natural WNNA #0504 Walnut Medium WNMD #0502

All Ted Boerner Walnut Wood Samples apply to the all Ted Boerner Products 

Walnut Cool Gray WNCG #0507 Walnut Warm Gray WNWG #0508 Walnut Graphite WNGR #0509

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Please keep in mind that wood is a natural material. Our finish samples represent the wood species, cut and finish. Slight variations in color and 
grain pattern should be expected.

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



WOOD FINISHES    White Oak

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

White Oak Natural WONA #0601

White Oak Light Driftwood WOLD #0608 White Oak Dark Driftwood WODD #0609

White Oak Bleached Ceruse WOBC #0604 White Oak Warm Grey WOWG #0607

All Ted Boerner White Oak Wood Samples apply to the all Ted Boerner Products 

White Oak Light Brown WOLB #0610 White Oak Black Brown WOBB #0612

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Please keep in mind that wood is a natural material. Our finish samples represent the wood species, cut and finish. Slight variations in color and 
grain pattern should be expected.

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



WOOD FINISHES    Mahogany

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Mahogany Medium MAME #0701 Mahogany Dark MADA #0702

All Ted Boerner Mahogany Wood Samples apply to the all Ted Boerner Products 

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Please keep in mind that wood is a natural material. Our finish samples represent the wood species, cut and finish. Slight variations in color and 
grain pattern should be expected.

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



POWDER COAT FINISHES   

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Brass Metallic

Champagne Metallic Bronze Metallic

Litonia Bronze

Sun Gold Medium Bronze

All TED BOERNER Powder Coat Metal Finishes apply to the following Ted Boerner Products: 

HEDGE NIGHTSTANDS, SKOOP CHAIR and OTTOMAN on a SWIVEL, BLOCK TABLE, CLOUDBOX BED and SEATING

Caribou

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Powder coat finishes on metal are typically fairly accurate however, please keep in mind that variations in the process, base materials and conditions 
during application may cause the final finish to vary slightly.  Inherent disparities in color, texture and sheen are to be expected. 

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



PAINTED LACQUER FINISHES

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Navajo Red Vanilla Milkshake Ballet White

All Ted Boerner Painted Lacquer Finishes apply to the following Ted Boerner Products 

HEDGE COLLECTION, SIDELINE COLLECTION, SPLIT TABLES, TRIAD COLLECTION, THREE-WAY NESTING TABLES AND TRESTLE TABLE.

These Standard Paint Colors are based on Benjamin Moore colors.  Use Ted Boerner finish samples and strike-offs for color matching and approvals.  

Custom Colors can be based on Benjamin Moore or another paint color collection or any color swatches.  An actual color sample is required in order to create a 

strike-off to match. 

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Lacquer is applied to the wood and substrate surfaces therefore, slight variations between samples and finished goods should be anticipated.  
Variations will occur in color, character and tone from product to product.

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



WOOL FELT FINISHES   

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Natural

Camel Rustic Yellow Scarlet

Thunderstorm Northwood Browm

All Ted Boerner Wool Felt Samples apply to Ted Boerner Cocoon Collection 

Moss Denim Mocha

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range in our 
collection but can only approximate the actual color and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  



CONCRETE FINISHES   

tedboerner.comtelephone: 415.487.0110

Chalk

Madrone

Palomino

Fog

Hurricane

Mojave

Ash

Obsidian

Eucalyptus

All TED BOERNER Concrete Finishes apply to the following Ted Boerner Products: 

MESA AND BOOKTABLE

FINISH DISCLAIMER - Concrete finishes are typically fairly accurate however, please keep in mind that variations in the process, base materials and conditions during 
application may cause the final finish to vary slightly.  Inherent disparities in color, texture and sheen are to be expected. 

IMAGE DISCLAIMER - Screen and printed images of colors and finishes vary on screens and printers used to view or print.  The images on this page represent the range 
in our collection but can only approximate the actual finish and its qualities.  If needed please request actual samples from your sales representative.  


